Introduction
A group G is conjugacy separable if whenever x and y are non-conjugate elements of G, there exists some finite quotient of G in which the images of x and y are nonconjugate. It is known that free products of conjugacy separable groups are again conjugacy separable [19, 12] . The property is not preserved in general by the formation of free products with amalgamation ; but in [15] a method was introduced for showing that under certain circumstances, the free product of two conjugacy separable groups G "
and G # amalgamating a cyclic subgroup is again conjugacy separable. The main result of [15] states that this is the case if G "
and G # are free-byfinite or finitely generated and nilpotent-by-finite. We show here that the same conclusion holds for groups G "
and G # in a considerably wider class, including, in particular, all polycyclic-by-finite groups. (This answers a question posed by C. Y. Tang, Problem 8.70 of the Kourovka Notebook [7] , as well as two questions recently asked by Kim, MacCarron and Tang in G. Kim, J. MacCarron and C. Y. Tang, ' On generalised free products of conjugacy separable groups ', J. Algebra 180 (1996) 121-135.)
Main results
First we recall some definitions. (i) A group R is called quasi-potent if each cyclic subgroup H of R contains a subgroup K of finite index with the following property : every subgroup of finite index in K is of the form HEN for some normal subgroup N of finite index in R. (ii) A subset X of a group R is said to be conjugacy distinguished if whenever y ? R has no conjugate lying in X, there exists a normal subgroup N of finite index in R such that no conjugate of y lies in XN ; equivalently, the set
is closed in the profinite topology on R. (Thus R is conjugacy separable if and only if every one-element subset of R is conjugacy distinguished.)
Now we define a class of groups as follows : a group R is in if (a) R is conjugacy separable ; (b) R is quasi-potent ; (c) whenever A and B are cyclic subgroups of R, the set AB is closed in the profinite topology of R ; that is, if x ? R B AB then x @ ABN for some normal subgroup N of finite index in R ; (d) every cyclic subgroup of R is conjugacy distinguished ; (e) for any pair of cyclic subgroups C "
and C # of R, one has : C " EC # l 1 if and only if C " NEC # N l N for some normal subgroup N of finite index in R ; equivalently, C " EC # l 1 if and only if C " EC # l 1, where X`denotes the closure of a subset X in the profinite completion R V of R ; (f) for any element r of infinite order in R and every γ ? R V such that γfrgγ −" l frg, one has γrγ −" l r or γrγ −" l r −" .
T A. Let G "
and G # be groups in . Then their free product G " M H G # amalgamating a cyclic subgroup H is in , and, in particular, is conjugacy separable.
T B. The class contains all polycyclic-by-finite groups, all free-by-finite groups, all Fuchsian groups and all surface groups.
Putting the two theorems together, we see that a group will be conjugacy separable if it can be obtained from polycyclic-by-finite groups and\or free-by-finite groups by repeatedly forming free products with cyclic amalgamations.
The main new point of Theorem B is the claim regarding polycyclic-by-finite groups ; this is proved in Section 3. The fact that free-by-finite groups are in was established in [15] .
A Fuchsian group has a presentation of the form
where each e i is either a natural number greater than or equal to 2, or possibly _ (cf. [9, p. 98] ). Therefore, a Fuchsian group is a free product of a free product of cyclic groups and a free group, amalgamating a cyclic subgroup. Hence the claim that a Fuchsian group belongs to the class follows from Theorem A. The claim that surface groups are in follows from the fact that a non-abelian surface group can be expressed as a free product of two free groups with an amalgamated cyclic subgroup (cf. [24, p. 71] ). The fact that Fuchsian groups are conjugacy separable was first proved by Fine and Rosenberger in [2] . Tang [21] has independently proved that the free product of two (non-abelian) surface groups amalgamating a cyclic subgroup is conjugacy separable.
In Section 2 we indicate how the methods developed in [15] can be used to prove one part of Theorem A, namely that if G "
and G # are groups in , then their free product amalgamating a cyclic subgroup is conjugacy separable.
The proof of Theorem A is completed in Section 4. This proof is presented in five propositions corresponding to the properties (b)-(f) in the definition of . Not all of them require the full strength of the hypotheses of Theorem A, and some of them may be of independent interest.
Notation and preliminaries
Let R be a group. If x ? R, we write x R l ox r l r −" xr Q r ? Rq, as usual. If n ? , then R n l fr n Q r ? Rg denotes the subgroup of R generated by the nth powers of the elements of R. If H and K are subgroups of R, we denote by K (H ) and K (H ) the centralizer and normalizer of H in K, respectively. We use the notation N f R (respectively, N 3 f R) to indicate that N is a subgroup (respectively, a normal subgroup) of R of finite index. Let l oN Q N 3 f Rq. Then the collection can be taken as a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of the identity element 1 of R, making R into a topological group. This topology on R is called the profinite topology of R. The profinite completion R V of R is the topological completion of R with respect to its profinite topology, that is,
R\N.
Then R V becomes a profinite group, that is, a compact Hausdorff totally disconnected topological group ; furthermore, there is a natural homomorphism ι : R R V . The map ι is a monomorphism precisely if the group R is residually finite. All groups in this paper are residually finite, and we shall identify R with its image in R V under ι. The group R is conjugacy separable if whenever x and y are non-conjugate elements of R, there exists some finite quotient of R in which the images of x and y are nonconjugate. A conjugacy separable group is necessarily residually finite. If R is residually finite, it is conjugacy separable if and only if whenever two elements of R are conjugate in R V then they are conjugate in R. More generally, a subset X of R is conjugacy distinguished if and only if y R EX l6 implies y R V EX`l6 for each y ? R, where X`denotes the closure of X in R V . Similarly, R is called subgroup conjugacy separable if whenever H and K are subgroups of R that are non-conjugate in R, then there is some finite quotient of R where the images of H and K are non-conjugate ; or, equivalently (for residually finite groups), whenever two subgroups of R have conjugate closures in R V , they are conjugate in R. Finally, R is subgroup separable (respectively, cyclic subgroup separable) if every finitely generated (respectively, cyclic) subgroup H of R is closed in the profinite topology of R, that is, if
HN.
Note that if a group R has property (c) then R is certainly cyclic subgroup separable.
If φ : R S is a homomorphism of groups, there is a unique continuous homomorphism φ : R V S V that renders the following diagram commutative :
If H is a subgroup of R V , we denote by H`the closure of H in R V . It turns out that ' completion ' is a right exact functor from the category of groups to the category of profinite groups.
Next we list some well-known facts about polycyclic-by-finite groups, that will be used later in the paper. A self-contained source for these facts is [16] . 
is an amalgamated free product of groups, there is a standard tree S(G ) associated with it (cf. [18, Theorem I.7] ) : its vertex set Ver S(G ) is the collection of cosets G\G " DG\G # , and its edge set is the collection of cosets G\H. There exists a natural action of G on the tree S(G ). We say that an element g ? G is hyperbolic if it acts freely on S(G ), that is, if g does not belong to a conjugate in G of either G " or G #
. Similarly, there is a standard profinite tree S(Γ) associated to a profinite amalgamated free product Γ l Γ " K ∆ Γ # ; its profinite space of vertices is Γ\Γ " DΓ\Γ # and its profinite space of edges is Γ\∆ (cf. [5, Section 2] ). For convenience we shall think of S(G ) as a set, namely the disjoint union of its sets of vertices and edges. Similarly we view S(Γ) as the disjoint union of its spaces of vertices and edges.
The following result, due to J. Tits [18, Chapter I, Proposition 24], will be used in some of our proofs. We state it here in a form convenient for our purposes. Let k be a positive integer. An element a of a group R will be called k-potent if for every natural number n there exists a normal subgroup N of finite index in R such that fa kn g l fagEN. Thus R is quasi-potent if every element of R is k-potent for some positive integer k (depending on the element).
Conjugacy separability of amalgamated free products
The class defined in the Introduction is more or less the largest class of groups for which the methods used in [15] apply, so that the amalgamated free product of two groups in that class amalgamating a cyclic subgroup is conjugacy separable. 
and G # are closed in the profinite topology of G.
This lemma will be used frequently throughout the paper. If G " , G # and H satisfy the conditions of the lemma, then it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the graph S(G ) is naturally embedded in the profinite graph S(G V ).
The defining properties (a)-(f) for the class have been chosen in such a way that the proof of Theorem 3.8 of [15] applies to the groups in . In fact one does not need the full force of property (e). We define a new property.
Property (eh). If H is a cyclic subgroup of R, x ? R and HEH
Then the proof of Theorem 3.8 of [15] yields the following.
T 2.2. Let G "
and G # be groups ha ing the properties (a)-(d), (f) and property (eh), with a cyclic common subgroup H. Then their amalgamated free product
Since (eh) follows from (e), the theorem applies whenever G " and G # are in . In [15] it was established that the class contains the free-by-finite and the finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite groups. The purpose of the remainder of this paper is to exhibit other classes of groups that belong to .
Completions of polycyclic-by-finite groups
In this section we prove that polycyclic-by-finite groups belong to the class . In fact, in some cases, we shall prove stronger results than are required for that purpose. We consider some properties of the profinite completion functor in the category of polycyclic-by-finite groups ; we show in particular that if R is a polycyclic-by-finite group, then the map H / Ht hat sends a subgroup H of R to its closure in R V preserves centralizers, normalizers, and intersections. We begin with another property preserved by this map. The following proposition generalizes Lemma 3.5 in [15] .
P 3.1. Let R be a polycyclic-by-finite group. Then e ery cyclic subgroup of R is conjugacy distinguished.
Proof. Let x, y be elements of R, and suppose that y R V Efxg 6. We shall argue by induction on the Hirsch length h(R) of R to prove that then y R Efxg 6. If h(R) l 0, then R is finite, and the result is obvious. Say h(R) 1. Note that if either the order of x or the order of y is finite and y R V Efxg 6, then both x and y have finite order ; then the result is a consequence of the fact that R is conjugacy separable (Lemma 1.2). So, we assume from now on that both x and y have infinite order. Let A be a non-trivial free-abelian normal subgroup of R (cf. [ 
(
Without loss of generality, we may replace y by y r(") , and so we have
hence x n(t) and x n(") have the same order in any finite quotient of R\A. It follows that
Now we consider two cases.
Case 1. The element yA of R\A has infinite order. Then, so does xA. Hence n(1) lpn(t), for all t ? . In particular, n(1) lpn(t !), for all t ? . If n(1) l n(t !) for infinitely many t, put k l n(1) ; otherwise, put k lkn(1). Then, according to (1), x k and y are conjugate modulo A t ! for infinitely many t, say, for
; hence x k and y are conjugate modulo N. Since R is conjugacy separable (Lemma 1.2), we deduce that x k and y are conjugate in R.
Case 2. The element yA of R\A has finite order. Say the order of yA is f ; then xA must also have finite order, say, e. From (2) one obtains that e l fl for some l ? . Since y f ? A and A is a free abelian group, there is some basis oa "
, a # , …q of A and some natural number t such that a t " l y. So A t l f y f giC for some subgroup C of A. Then yA tk has order fk in the group R\A tk , for every k ? . Similarly, there exists s ? such that xA sk has order ek in R\A sk , for each k. Now let w be any common multiple of t and s. From (1), the order of x n(w) A w in R\A w is then fw\t, while the order of xA w is ew\s l lfw\s. Therefore tl l sq for some q ? , and the order of x q A w is fw\t. Since the cyclic subgroup fxA w g of R\A w has a unique subgroup of order fw\t, we see that fx n(w) A w g l fx q A w g for all w as above. Therefore, according to (1) R. Although we have shown that cyclic subgroups are conjugacy distinguished, this is not true of arbitrary subgroups in a polycyclic-by-finite group ; see the remark at the end of [17] .
L 3.2. Let H and K be subgroups of a polycyclic-by-finite group R. Then for each U
Since R is finitely generated, the subgroups 
, … , h m be a set of generators of H. Then, by Theorem B in [17] , there exists some z ? KER s such that
The proof of (b) is similar.
P 3.3. Let H and K be subgroups of a polycyclic-by-finite group R. Then
Proof. We shall prove (a), the proof of (b) being similar. Let U 3 f R ; then, by Lemma 3.2, there is some
It follows that
The reverse inclusion is clear. The final statement follows, since if H is infinite cyclic then Proof. We use induction on the Hirsch length h(S ) of S. Since R and S are subgroup separable (Lemma 1.3), φ −" (H ) l REφ −" (H ) and H l SEH`; so, REφ −" (H ) l REφ −" (H`). If h(S ) l 0, it follows that S is finite ; then φ −" (H ) and φ V −" (H`) are open subgroups of R V , and so
Suppose now that h(S ) 0 and that the result holds whenever the Hirsch length of the codomain of the homomorphism is smaller than h(S ). Let A be an infinite free abelian normal subgroup of S (cf. [16, Chapter 1, Lemma 6]). Applying the induction hypothesis to the homomorphism
we infer that φ −" (HA) l φ V −" (HA). We may therefore replace S by HA. Put N l HEA.
If N 1, we may repeat the above argument applied now to
to get the desired result φ −" (H ) l φ V −" (H`). Suppose that HEA l 1. Then S l A M H, and, by Lemma 1.1, S V l A`M H`. From now on we use additive notation for the group A, but multiplicative notation for S. Consider the free abelian profinite group M l A V & u # of rank equal to 1jrank(A). Define a right R V -module structure on M as follows : if a ? A V , r ? R V , put a:r l a φ V (r) , and u:r l ujδφ V (r), where δ is the projection S V A V (we identify A V with A`; note that δ is a continuous derivation, that is, δ(ssh) l δ(s):shjδ(sh), Bs, sh ? S ). Observe that δ(R) 7 A, and that the profinite completion of
, and similarly
The result therefore follows from Proposition 3.3.
R. The last stage of the argument shows the following : if S is a polycyclicby-finite group, A is an S-module finitely generated over , and δ : S A is a derivation, then ker δ V l ker δ, where δ V is the extension of δ to a continuous derivation S V A V .
As a consequence of Lemma 3.4 we obtain the following generalization of Lemma 3.6 in [15] . To show that a polycyclic-by-finite group is in the class we still have to prove that such a group is quasi-potent and that condition (c) holds. The second property is a special case of a result due to Lennox and Wilson that we state below. The first property is established in the following lemma which is patterned after Tang's Lemma 3.2 of [20] . L 3.6. Let R be a polycyclic-by-finite group. Then R is quasi-potent.
Proof. Since R is polycyclic-by-finite, it has a chain of normal subgroups A i+" is normal in R, and the order of x s M n in A i \M n is n. Therefore the order of xM n in R\M n is sn, that is, Qfxg : fxgEM n Q l sn. Since R is polycyclic-by-finite, M n is closed in the profinite topology of R (Lemma 1.3) ; hence there exists N n 3 f R with M n N n such that x, x#, … , x sn−" @ N n . Thus fxgEN n l fx sn g, as desired. 
The class
The purpose of this section is to show that the class is closed under taking free products with cyclic amalgamations. To see this we shall prove that properties (a)-(f) that characterize class are preserved under taking such products. Theorem 2.2 ensures that this is the case for property (a).
Throughout the section we shall adopt the following notation and basic assumptions. Let G "
, G # be residually finite groups with a common cyclic subgroup H, such that G i is quasi-potent (i l 1, 2), and H is closed in the profinite topology of
, and let S(G ) and S(Γ) denote the standard tree and profinite tree associated with the amalgamated free product G l G " M H G # and the profinite amalgamated free product Γ l Γ "
closed in the profinite topology of G, it follows that S(G ) is naturally embedded in S(Γ). If A is a subgraph of S(G ), then A`denotes its closure in S(Γ).
We begin with the following result whose proof follows closely parts of the proof of Proposition 2.9 of [15] . Proof. Let x ? G be an element of infinite order.
L 4.1. Let B l fbg be a cyclic subgroup of G. Assume that b is hyperbolic with respect to its action on the standard tree S(G ), and let T b denote the corresponding Tits straight line (see Proposition 1.5). Then (i) B`acts freely on the profinite tree T
we may assume that x ? G " . By Lemma 2.1, G induces on G " its full profinite topology ; therefore, if G " (and G # ) is cyclic subgroup separable, fxg is closed in the profinite topology of G "
, and so in the profinite topology of G. This proves part (ii) in this case. Let H l fhg. Then there exist natural numbers t "
and t # such that h is t i -potent in G i for i l 1, 2. Let s be a common multiple of t " and t # . Choose M "
let M 3 f G g be a normal subgroup of G g of finite index with trivial intersection with G " \M " and G # \M # ; put N l φ −" M, then clearly N 3 f G and NEH l fh s g. Let e be the order of x in G\N. Pick m such that x is m-potent in G "
, and set k l me. We claim that x is k-potent in G. For let t be a natural number ; choose T " 3 f G " so that T " Efxg l fx tk g ; since x tk ? N, we have T " ENEfxg l fx tk g. To complete the verification of the claim, we must show that there exists some S 3 f G with SEfx g l fx tk g ; and for this, it suffices to show that there exists such an S with SEG " lT t EN. To see this, let
divides S). Now we proceed as above : consider the natural epimorphism
let M h be a normal subgroup of G g g of finite index with trivial intersection with
Case 2. The element x is hyperbolic. Then x does not stabilize any vertex or edge of the graph S(G ). By Proposition 2.9 of [15] x also acts freely on the profinite graph 
Since x acts freely on S(G V ), one has that S(G V ) x l6 ; therefore there exists some
and in particular x N has infinite order. Now, G N is quasi-potent since it is freeby-finite (cf. [20, Lemma 3.2] ). Therefore fx N g % # . Since φ N maps fxg onto fx N g, we infer that fxg % # , and so φ N sends fxg isomorphically onto fx N g. Note that since G N is free-by-finite, it is subgroup separable (cf. [10] ) ; hence
Thus fxg is closed in the profinite topology of G. This completes the proof that G is cyclic subgroup separable if each of the groups G " and G # are cyclic subgroup separable. Now, from the quasi-potency of G N , there is some natural number k such that x N is k-potent. We deduce that x is k-potent, for if m is a natural number and M 3 f G N with MEfx N g l fx km N g, then φ −" M 3 f G with φ −" MEfxg l fx km g. This completes the proof that G is quasi-potent if each of the groups G "
and G # are quasi-potent.
R. After this paper was written we learnt that part (ii) of the above proposition had been obtained previously by B. Evans [1, Lemma 3.2] using very different methods. We have decided to retain our proof because it is part of a uniform treatment that we have tried to maintain for the main results in this section, namely the interplay between groups and trees (both abstract and profinite). 
L 4.3. Let G " and G # be quasi-potent, cyclic subgroup separable groups with a common cyclic subgroup H, and set G
Since D is finite, there exists some i ? I such that the restriction to D of the natural epimorphism of graphs
Since T a \fa n g is a quotient of T a \fa n g and both are finite, we infer that T a \fa n g l T a \fa n g. This proves (i). To prove (ii), suppose that α ? T a , then there exists some g ? fag with gα ? [ , a [; so gα l 1, and thus α ? fag.
To prove (iii), consider a vertex ω of T a which is at a finite distance from . We need to show that ω ? T a . Suppose otherwise ; then there is a first edge of [ , ω], say eh, which is not in T a , and we may in fact assume that the initial vertex of eh is . Since T a l fag [ , a [, there exists some α ? fag such that αe l eh, where e is an edge of [ , a [. Let w be the origin of e ; then αw l , and therefore, by part (ii), α ? fag. Thus eh ? T a , a contradiction.
The following result is patterned after Example 1.20A of [23] . T a \fa t g.
Proof. Observe that
Let ∆ be an infinite profinite subtree of T a ; fix n ? and denote by ∆ n the image of ∆ in T a \fa n g. We must show that ∆ n l T n l T a \fa n g. Suppose not, that is, suppose that ∆ n is a proper subgraph of T n . Since ∆ is connected, so is ∆ n , and hence ∆ n is a subtree of T n (in fact a path which is not a cycle). Let m 1 be a natural number. Then the canonical morphism of graphs T mn T n is a covering. Therefore the preimage of ∆ n in T mn is the disjoint union of m paths isomorphic to ∆ n . Now, since ∆ mn is connected and maps onto ∆ n , it follows that ∆ mn is one of those paths, and in particular, is isomorphic to ∆ n . Thus ∆ l lim *+ m " ∆ mn l ∆ n , contradicting the assumption that ∆ is infinite.
and G # be groups in with a common cyclic subgroup H.
Proof. Assume that c z l γaγ −" , where γ ? Γ and z ? # . Note that a must have infinite order. Our aim is to show the existence of some g ? G such that gag −" ? C. Case 1. The element a fixes a vertex of S(G ) (that is, a is not hyperbolic). First we note that C fixes a vertex of S(G ), for otherwise, according to Proposition 2.9 in [15] , C`, and hence a, would act freely on S(Γ), contradicting our hypothesis. This means that a and c are conjugate in G to elements of G "
or G # ; so we may assume that a ? G " and rcr −" l ch ? G " DG # for some r ? G. Then (ch ) z l rγaγ −" r −" . Now, a G EC 6 if and only if a G Efch g 6. Thus replacing c by ch, we may assume that a, c ? G " DG # . Say a ? G "
. If, in addition, γ ? Γ " and c ? G " , then the result follows from property (d) applied to G " . For any other case we claim that we may assume that a ? H.
such that g " ag −" " ? H ; and so we may assume that a ? H. Let now γ @ Γ " . Consider the vertices " l 1Γ " and , the vertex in S(Γ) closest to " and fixed by c (note l " or l # l 1Γ # , depending on whether c ? G " or c ? G # ). Then a l γ −" cγ fixes " and γ −" . Note that γ −" " , for otherwise l " and hence we would have γ ? Γ " , contrary to our assumption. By Theorem 2.8 in [23] , the subgraph of S(Γ) fixed by a is a profinite subtree T of S(Γ) ; since this subtree contains the two different vertices " and γ −" , there exists an edge e " ? T whose initial vertex is " . Put e l 1∆ ; then there exists some γ "
? Γ " such that γ " e " l e ; so γ " aγ −" " e l e ; therefore γ " aγ −" " ? ∆, since ∆ is the stabilizer of e in Γ. It follows then from property (d) applied to G " that g "
. Thus we may assume that a ? H. This proves the claim. So from now on we assume that a and c are in the same group G i , say, a, c ? G # , and a ? H. Furthermore we may assume γ @ Γ # , for if γ ? Γ # , we simply apply property (d) to G # . Note that c z l γaγ −" ? Γ # implies that c z fixes the distinct vertices # and γ " . By an argument similar to one used above, there exists some edge e # with terminal vertex # such that c z e # l e # , and some γ # ? Γ # such that γ # e # l e. We deduce that γ # c z γ −" # ? ∆. Now, observe that a and γ # c z γ −" # are elements of ∆ and they are conjugate in Γ ; therefore, according to Lemma 2.4 in [15] 
, and by property (d) applied to G # , we have that a is conjugate in G # to an element of C, as desired.
Case 2. The element a does not fix a vertex of S(G ) (in other words, a is hyperbolic). Then by Proposition 2.9 in [15] , C`acts freely on S(Γ), and therefore C acts freely on S(G ). It follows that the generator c of C is hyperbolic as well. Consider the Tits straight lines T a and T c corresponding to a and c (see Proposition 1.5), and denote by m " and m # their respective amplitudes. Let T " and T # be segments of T a and T c of length m " and m # , respectively. Then T a l fag T " and T c l fcg T # . Set e l 1H, the edge of S(G ) stabilized by H. We claim that one may assume that e ? T "
Then ah and ch are also hyperbolic, and one has corresponding straight lines T a h l g "
Since a is conjugate in G to an element of fcg if and only if ah is conjugate in G to an element of fch g, the claim follows. So from now on we assume that e ? T " ET # . Consider the profinite subgraphs of S(Γ) defined as T a l fag T " and T c l fcg T # . By Proposition 2.9 of [15] , fag and fcg act freely on S(Γ) ; hence T a is the unique minimal fag-invariant profinite subtree of S(Γ) (cf. [15, Lemma 2.2]) ; similarly, T c is the unique fcg-invariant profinite subtree of S(Γ). Since c z l γaγ −" , we have that γT a is the minimal fc z g-invariant profinite subtree of S(Γ) ; therefore γT a 7 T c . Next we show that γT a l T c . By the minimality of T c , it suffices to show that γT a is fcginvariant. Indeed, let cg ? fcg, and observe that fc z g acts on cg γ T a , since c z and cg commute ; so cg γ T a is a minimal fc z g-invariant profinite subtree of S(Γ), and therefore cg γ T a l γT a , as desired. From γT a l T c we infer that γe ? T c . Choose ch ? fcg such that ch γe ? T # . Then ch γe l ge for some g ? G. Hence ch γ l gδ for some δ ? ∆. Now, a l γ −" ch −" c z ch γ l δ −" g −" c z gδ. Therefore, using g −" Cg instead of C, we can assume that γ(l δ ) is in ∆.
Next consider the group R l Γ " M ∆ Γ # (the amalgamated free product of Γ " and Γ # amalgamating ∆, as abstract groups). Recall that R is a dense subgroup of Γ (cf. [14] ( for i l 1, 2) . and observe that its kernel K l fkg is cyclic, for it fixes every edge of T c and so it is a subgroup of a conjugate of H. On the other hand, Aut (T c ) is isomorphic to the infinite dihedral group. Therefore R is a polycyclic-by-finite group with Hirsch length at most 2 ; this proves (iii).
To prove (iv) we proceed in two steps. First we shall show that R contains a free abelian subgroup A of finite index in R and closed in the profinite topology of G. Observe that KEC l 1, and so R\K is either infinite cyclic or an infinite dihedral group. Let X ? R be such that xK generates a maximal infinite cyclic subgroup of R\K. Then either fxK g coincides with R\K or it has index 2 in R\K. Put M l fx, kg ; then M is a torsion-free subgroup of R of index at most 2 in R. Consider the centralizer
Hence A is a free abelian group (of rank 1 or 2) of index at most 2 in M. We claim that A l G (A). Note first that G (A) R, for let 1 a ? AEC and note that T c is also the Tits straight line of a, and so it is the unique minimal fag-invariant subtree of S(G ). Now, if z ? G (A), then zT c is a minimal fag-invariant subtree of S(G ), therefore, zT c l T c , and
This proves the claim. Next note that the centralizer of any element in a topological group is closed ; therefore A l G (A) is closed in G.
To complete the proof of (iv), it suffices to show that the profinite topology of G induces on A its full profinite topology. If A has rank 1, this is the case since G is quasi-potent (see Proposition 4.2). Otherwise A l fx, kg is free abelian with basis x, k. Now, since k fixes all elements of T c , it follows that fkg also fixes all elements of T c ; on the other hand, since x acts freely on T c , the group fxg acts freely on T c (see Lemma 4.1). We deduce that fxgEfkg l 1, and so A`l fxgifkg ; but according to Proposition 4.2, fxg % f l xg and fkg % f l kg, and so A`% A V . P 4.7. Assume the groups G " , G # are quasi-potent and ha e property (c) (the product of two cyclic subgroups of G i is closed in the profinite topology of G i (for i l 1, 2)), and let H be a common cyclic subgroup of G " and G # . Then the amalgamated free product G l G " M H G # has property (c).
respectively. Consider the standard abstract graph S(G ) and the standard profinite graph S(G V ) described at the beginning of this section. Let γ "
?
, and the result is proved. So from now on we assume that γ " @ C " and γ # @ C # . We consider three cases.
Case 1: C " and C # are conjugate to subgroups of G " or G # . Say that C " is conjugate to a subgroup of G "
; then we may assume that C " G " . Consider the vertex " l 1G " l 1G V " and observe that its stabilizer under the action of
. Let w be the closest vertex to " in S(G ) which is fixed by C # ; note that C # fixes w as a vertex of S(G V ). We use induction on the length l of the path [ "
, w] to prove that γ " γ # ? C " C # . If l l 0, then both C " and C # are subgroups of G " and the assertion follows from the fact that G " has property (c) and it is closed in G (see Lemma 2.1). Assume now that l 0 and that the result holds whenever the path [ "
, w] has length smaller than l. Let e denote the last edge of the path [ " , w] . Observe that (γ " γ # ) −" " l γ −" # " and γ −" # w l w are vertices of S(G ) ; hence the path γ −" # [ " , w] is in S(G ), and, in particular, γ −" # e is an edge in S(G ). Therefore there exists some g w ? G w (the subgroup of G stabilizing w) such that g w e l γ −" # e. We deduce that g w ? C # G V e , where G V e is the subgroup of G V stabilizing e ; note that G V e l G e . Since G e is a conjugate of H, it is cyclic. On the other hand, G w is a conjugate of either G " or G # , and so it has property (c). Hence there exist c # ? C # , g e ? G e such that g w l c # g e . Therefore c # e l g w e l γ −" # e. It follows that γ # c # fixes e. Denote by w " the other vertex of e ; then γ # c # fixes w " and the length of [ " , w " ] is lk1. We infer from the induction hypothesis that γ " γ # c # is in C " C # , and thus so is k l γ " γ # , as desired.
Case 2: C # fixes a vertex of S(G ) and C " is hyperbolic. Denote by a a generator of C "
. Let T C " be the Tits straight line subgraph associated with a (cf. [18, Proposition 24] ). Then γ " γ # l γ " ? S(G ). Choose a vertex w of T C " ; then γ " [ , w] is a finite path of S(G V ), and hence [ γ " w, w] is also finite. Therefore, by Lemma 4.3, γ " ? C " , a contradiction. Thus this case does not arise under our assumptions. Let ? T g . By Lemma 4.3(i) there exists gh ? fgg such that gh γ ? T g . Now, by Lemma 4.3(iii), T g is a connected component of T g considered as an abstract graph, so ghγ acts on T g . Therefore, the automorphism δ of Aut (T g ) induced by ghγ actually belongs to Aut (T g ). Now, since Aut (T g ) % C # M C # , the normalizer of every infinite subgroup of Aut (T g ) is the whole group. Thus δ, or equivalently ghγ, normalizes fgg (here g is hyperbolic and so it has infinite order), and so inverts or centralizes g. Finally, since gh centralizes every element of fgg, it follows that γ also inverts or centralizes g, as desired.
We end the paper by indicating that the proof of Theorem A stated in the Introduction follows now from Theorem 2.2 and Propositions 4.2, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9.
In [15] it is shown that free-by-finite groups are in the class . This together with Theorem 3.8 and Theorem A imply, in particular, the following theorem. 
